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Robust Control Analysis Of
A Gas-Turbine Aeroengine
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Abstract—In this paper, an application of recent robust stability
analysis tools for uncertain systems is presented. It is shown that
these analysis techniques can provide an alternative method to
the now well-establishedH1 approach, in providing a simpler
analytical insight into the problem in hand. A study of part of the
control system for the Rolls-Royce Pegasus aeroengine at various
operating conditions is presented, and it is shown how these tools
can assist in improving the robust stability and performance of
the engine.

Index Terms—Aircraft engine control, robust parametric ap-
proach.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE approach to robust control system design [5]
is now well established. This essentially considers the

effects of additive or multiplicative
unstructured perturbations, of the nominal system

transfer-function matrix, with -norm bounds on the
perturbation This can also be combined with structured
singular-valued synthesis for structured uncertainties [10].
An alternative approach, which takes into account the structure
of the perturbations by assuming that some parameters (usually
physical parameters) are known to lie within certain bounds
or tolerances, has emerged more recently [3]. This results in a
polytope formulation, which corresponds to the rank one case
for

The focus of this paper is on the second approach, for the
following reasons [9].

1) Parameter bounds usually can be obtained from phys-
ical considerations, while it is often difficult to define
meaningful bounds on

2) Models of perturbations in the frequency-domain that
have proved successful (e.g., gain or phase pertur-
bations) cannot represent parameter perturbation as a
special case.

3) In many practical cases, after deriving an appropriate
uncertainty model in the parameter space, the resulting
uncertainty in the frequency-response model is neg-
ligible; i.e., it perturbs the Nyquist plot in a small
neighborhood of the origin.

4) The classical gain and phase margin model becomes a
special case of a more general uncertainty model in the
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space of transfer-function coefficients, after introducing
an uncertain complex gain coefficient.

This paper is devoted to the consideration of a real system in
the form of an aeroengine and its locally linearized models, and
to the discussion of certain uncertainties, which arise mainly
due to manufacturing tolerances. This aircraft gas-turbine
engine control system design study will provide an example of
the application of some recent robust control system analysis
techniques, as described by Barmish and Tempo [4] and Fu
[6]. In this investigation, a single-input/single-output (SISO)
control system is considered, with considerable attention being
attached to the ability to assign uncertainty to the components
of the fuel-system subassembly. Hence, the thrust of this paper
is on the application of systematic methods for robust stability
analysis.

II. PROBLEM FORMULATION

A. Preliminaries

The turbofan engine model to be considered in this study is
a model of the Rolls-Royce Pegasus vectored-thrust turbofan
engine, together with its fuel-servo and a typical engine-
controller [11]. The layout of the engine is shown in Fig. 1,
where and are the engine intake pressure and tempera-
ture, is the fuel flow, and are the high-pressure and
low-pressure compressor spool speeds,and are the high-
pressure and low-pressure compressor delivery pressures,
is the jet-pipe temperature, is the high-pressure compressor
delivery temperature, and and are the front and
rear nozzle thrusts, respectively. A schematic diagram of the
Pegasus engine fan-speed governor control scheme is depicted
in Fig. 2, and a previous design for the fan-speed governor,
and all the necessary data, are presented in Appendix B.

The main source of uncertainty to be considered is imparted
by specified limits on the fuel-system performance due to
manufacturing tolerances. The steady-state conditions at which
the engine model was linearized are presented in Appendix B.
The state-space form of the various linear engine models to
be considered are given by the four matrices A, B, C, and D,
for each of the 15 operating conditions described. The model
format for the engine is as follows:

1063–6536/97$10.00 1997 IEEE
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Fig. 1. The Pegasus aeroengine.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the fan-speed control system.

where is the speed of the high-pressure spool (%),
is the speed of the low-pressure spool or fan (%), is a
pressure variable that influences the fuel-servo behavior (psi),
and is the fuel servo output (lb/h). The dimensions of the
above matrices are as follows: is 2 2 is 2 1 is 3

2, and is 3 1.
Engine dynamical changes arise here from variations in

its characteristics caused by the multiple fuelling conditions
considered. The uncertainty to be expected in the fuel-system
characteristics is presented in Figs. 10 and 11 (see Appendix
A) in the form of Bode plots, showing maximum and minimum
gain and phase variations from the nominal transfer-function
behavior. The respective transfer functions concerned are as
follows:

1) Nominal:

(1)

2) Maximum Gain Case:

(2)

3) Minimum Gain Case:

(3)

where the transfer-functions represent the linearized
dynamical behavior of the fuel system, whose input
signal is (in steps) (where represents the position
of the fuel-servo stepper-motor denoted by in
Table III), and whose output is actual fuel-flow in lb/h.

The modulating effect of the compressor delivery pressure
signal, on the fuel-system is shown in Fig. 2, and is taken
into account in the system modeling to be described in the
next section.
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Fig. 3. Cuboid of the parameter spaceqqq 2 Q:

Based on these transfer-functions, the fuel-system transfer-
function can be modeled as

(4)

where the interval parameters correspond to the
effect of manufacturing tolerances on the coefficients of the
locally linearized transfer-function model of the fuel system
with

(5)

Here, is the perturbation vector consid-
ered, and hence is a cuboid in the parameter space
This notation is convenient for the subsequent mathematical
manipulations of the uncertain parameters. The parameter box
(hyperrectangle)1 for the fuel-system is depicted in Fig. 3.
Each point inside and on the edges of this cuboid corresponds
to a possible value for the fuel-system perturbation vector and
hence results in a different value for the fuel-system transfer-
function. The objective now is to determine those values of the
perturbation vector for any point on the exposed edges2 of
this cuboid, which could give rise to undesirable closed-loop
system performance.

B. State-Space Representation

A schematic diagram of the engine system considered is
shown in Fig. 2. From this diagram, the state-space represen-
tations of the various subsystems concerned are determined
as follows, where the subscripts and applied to
the subsystem components, refer to the basic engine, the fuel-
servo, the forward-path controller, the minor-loop controller,
and the overall closed-loop system, respectively.

1Q = fqqq: q�
i
� q � q+

i
; i = 1; 2; � � � ; lg

2Exposed edges are the lines connecting two adjacent vertices.

For the engine

(6)

where is is is and is
The engine model given has the form

(7)

For the fuel system

(8)

where is is and is
Since then

(9)

For the forward-path controller, we have

(10)

where is is and is
Since

(11)

where the subscript stands for demand, and
then

(12)

For the minor-loop feedback controller, we have

(13)

where and hence

(14)

Since

(15)

where and
the bar over the variables and implies that nominal
values for the particular operating condition are used, we get

(16)

The resulting closed-loop system state-space matrices
and are then as shown below. These have
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been derived symbolically, as it is then a simple matter
of substituting for the symbols with their actual values, as
provided in Appendix B, to consider any particular operating
condition of the closed-loop system. The uncertainty in the
fuel-servo system, represented by the vectorcan then easily
be introduced into the fuel-system model of (8) by using the
controllable canonical form for and and we
have the equations shown at the bottom of the page.

The presence of uncertain parameters in the closed-loop
system state-space description manifests itself in the coef-
ficients of the system characteristic polynomial as
shown in Appendix C. Hence, there are 15 such characteristic
polynomials; one for each operating condition (or power
level). Inspection of shows that this has an affine-linear
perturbation structure; i.e., each coefficient of this polynomial
depends affine-linearly on the elements of the perturbation
vector [4]. This allows us to utilize the celebratedEdge
theorem [7], which states that if a polynomial family is a
polytope,3 then the root locations of the polynomials contained
on the exposed edges of the polytope completely determine
the domain of the roots of every member of the polynomial
family. Thus, in subsequent analysis of the system root-space,
it is only necessary to examine the behavior of these limited
sets in the -plane.

III. ROOT SPACE ANALYSIS

Since there are 15 operating conditions that can be analyzed,
only one is chosen now for the sake of brevity, which is the
9000 lb/h operating level, where the scalar gains KNL and
KNH, shown in Fig. 2 as part of a given control scheme,
are and respectively. Applying the robust root locus
(RRL) tool, as described by Barmish and Tempo [4], with the
Edge theorem[7] at a constant gain, the system was found to
be unstable for some (Fig. 4), since there are distinct
possibilities that some of the resultant poles will lie in the
right-half plane. Here, we shall concern ourselves primarily
with the analysis of poles near the imaginary axis, since these
are the locations where the poles have the greatest potential to
move to unstable regions in the complex plane.

3A polytope of polynomials is the higher dimensional generalization of a
convex polygon in two dimensions.

Under closer scrutiny, this plot shows that each of the
nine poles of the system have their own closed-boundaries.
These are the regions around the nominal values corresponding
to variations induced by the vector for values inside and
on the edges of the parameter space cuboid(see Fig. 3).
The shaded box, shown in this figure, does not indicate the
exact points of instability; it simply indicates the region in
the parameter space to be avoided. Due to the uniqueness
of the mapping between the uncertainty parameter space and
the complex plane [2], the cuboid appears to be mapped
around the nominal poles. There are nine of thesemapped-
cuboidsaround each of the nine nominal poles. It is easier
to comprehend this by imagining that the plot is a distorted
two-dimensional representation of a three-dimensional object.
Nevertheless, we note that it is possible that some overlapping
of these pole regions will result in nonseparability of these in
the complex plane. The extreme boundaries of the mapping of
the exposed-edges due to two or more adjacent poles appear,
at certain operating conditions, to merge and produce a larger
closed-region.

In Fig. 4, there are regions shown around the nominal poles
at minor-loop controller),
(fuel system), and (engine). The region around
the pole at controller) appears to be mapped onto
a line on the real axis. The same occurs for the double pole
at controller) except for the fact that, at this
particular operating point, these poles are totally insensitive to
variations in the perturbation vector since they are in fact
unobservable. These invariant real poles belong to the forward-
path compensator. They are exactly cancelled-out by the same
poles of the minor-loop compensator at this operating
condition, since the latter become zeros of the minor-loop
subsystem with respect to the forward-path compensator.

Consider now themapped-cuboidsaround the nominal poles
and since these are the only

regions where extreme perturbations could cause instability to
the system. It can clearly be inferred from this plot that the
volumeat the bottom right of the cuboid (identified in Fig. 3)
has to be avoided; ie the perturbation vector must not have
values in this region in order to prevent the possibility of
instability occuring. We are only interested, at this juncture,
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Fig. 4. Root space in the complex plane at 9000 lb/h.

Fig. 5. Step applied at(qmax

1
; q

min

2
; q

min

3
):

in possible system instability due to parameter perturbation.
Therefore, the region mentioned before must be avoided at all
cost before any further design is attempted on the system.

The root-space analysis above has been repeated for various
other fuel-consumption levels (namely 5000, 8000, 10 000,
and 11 000 lb/h) with their respective inner and outer-loop
controllers. For these other power levels, as we reduce the fuel-
consumption rate, the pole-region mentioned before appears
to move further to the left. Possible instability only occurs
at the 8000 lb/h condition and above. At 5000 lb/h and
below, the pole boundaries of the four poles of the two
subsystems (engine and fuel-servo) are distinguishable, and
it can be inferred that the poles of the engine approach
instability along the real axis. In this case, the regions around
the nominal poles of the fuel system are well within the
second and third quadrants of the complex plane. This seems
to suggest that as we move toward a higher fuel-consumption
rate, the possible region of instability will become larger.
However, it appears that the region of instability is smaller
at the fuel-consumption rate of 10 000 lb/h than at 9000
lb/h and 11 000 lb/h. This is contradictory to the deduction
just made, that a higher fuel-consumption rate will imply
a larger instability region. This can, however, possibly be
attributed to the fact that the controller dynamics are somehow

Fig. 6. Step applied at(qmax

1
; q

max

2
; q

min

3
):

not optimized for some of the operating levels. This is not
to say that the system will immediately go unstable with
the specified controller design parameter values, since the
instability region occurs only for the small volume at the
bottom right-hand edge of the parameter-space cuboidIt
depends on whether or not the perturbation vectorarising
from the manufacturing tolerances in the fuel-servo system,
will assume certain values. The interested reader is encouraged
to verify the above observations by creating theroot space
plots for the 5000 through 11 000 lb/h power levels, using the
model data given in Appendix B.

Whilst the analysis given above could have been conducted
using other methods, as there are only three uncertain param-
eters involved, theEdge theoremhas shown its usefulness as
one means of looking at a robustness problem. No single tool
is a cure-all for all robustness problems and this theorem is one
of a range tools which can be brought to bear. For example,
since the dimension of the uncertainty is low, we could have
generated 10 000 admissible triples and for each
such triple, the roots and the frequency responses could have
been computed. This can easily be carried out using Matlab
[1] with an extra program loop for the variation of the gain
at this three-dimensional level, and there would have been no
problem with excessive central processing unit (CPU) time.
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Fig. 7. Value sets for! = 6; 7; 8 and 9 rad/s.

IV. STEP RESPONSES

To further confirm that certain ’s really do cause the
system to go unstable, the vectoris set to values corre-
sponding to the two vertices and

at the 9000 lb/h operating point. A
step input, resulting in a change in fuel-consumption of 1000
lb/h, is then applied to the low-pressure spool speed-reference
input at sea level static condition and the resulting
time-response is reproduced for the closed-loop system state-
space representation developed earlier, using the algebraic
computing language Mathematica [12]. Since every power
level has its own specified controller, this exercise is a rather
crude approximation to reality, since it is assumed that the
controller scheduling algorithm does not alter the controller
parameters when this step is actually applied. The responses
shown in Figs. 5–6 were obtained.

The response obtained for is clearly unstable. On
the other hand, the response for while giving a
rather oscillatory behavior, does depict a stable system; albeit
one which takes a comparatively long time to settle down.
Nevertheless, this oscillatory response obtained is wholly
undesirable in most practical systems, hence it is to be avoided.

Repeating the same procedure on all of the power levels,
we obtain instability at both vertices only for the 8000 lb/h
operating point, thus proving the larger instability region.
Our graphical inspection of the engine system with the RRL
demonstrates that the offending region in the parameter space
can be identified. However, determining the exact boundary
of instability has not been attempted, since this would require
the gridding of a great many values.

V. ZERO EXCLUSION TEST

In this section, further checks are made (for the 9000 lb/h
operating level) using thezero exclusion theorem[7] via the
closed-loop characteristic polynomial (see Appendix C) of the
overall system. Since, as in all other cases met before, it is
not practical to check this condition individually for each

and every because this would involve a very large
number of repetitions, a range of discretevalues are chosen
to perform this test rad/s). It will be
further shown that this is sufficient to determine the robust
frequency-domain stability characteristics of the system.

From an inspection of Fig. 7, it can be seen that the origin is
contained in the closed-region bounded by the points generated
by the characteristic polynomial when rad/s. Hence, this
confirms that the system is not robustly stable. It is relatively
simple to check the stability here, since thevalues chosen
will make the examination obvious by graphical inspection.
Caution must be exercised, however, for general structures of
characteristic polynomials, as there may just be cases when a
singular frequency[2] occurs which requires special attention
in the frequency domain methods.

VI. ROBUST ENHANCEMENT

So far, we have considered the closed-loop stability of the
engine system in terms of the fuel-servo system uncertainty,
using the given values of forward-path and minor-loop con-
troller parameters. Clearly, the instability problem observed
could be cured by tightening up the manufacturing tolerances
for the fuel-servo system (with ensuing cost increases). Alter-
natively, it may be possible to avoid this instability by retuning
certain controller parameters.

A. Gain Adjustment

There is one variable in each of the engine control loops that
can be easily adjusted to give a more robust system, as con-
sidered in some earlier work on this problem by Kontogiannis
[8]. For this particular investigation, we will concentrate on the
10 000 lb/h operating point, as this roughly gives a similar root
space, to that considered earlier, for the exposed edges of

First, we consider fixing KNL at its design value, and
varying KNH. It was found that when KNH is restricted to
lie between three and four (nominal value 4.8), the system
provides the best root-space with respect to avoiding possible
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Fig. 8. Root-space in the complex plane with�20% change in dynamics.

Fig. 9. Root-space in the complex plane with+20%change in dynamics.

instabilities. As higher values of KNH are applied, the poles
of the fuel and engine subsystems are more separable, but the
region due to the former moves further into the right-hand side
of the complex plane. If, however, we set KNH to have lower
values than three, possible instabilities due to the engine poles
might occur, as these approach the origin along the real axis.

Next KNH is fixed at its design value, and KNL is adjusted
to lie between 0.1 and five (nominal value 2.5). As KNL is
reduced, the poles concerned shift away from the imaginary
axis. Nevertheless, care must again be exercised as the extreme
regions of the engine poles can again approach the origin

along the real axis, if low values of KNL are used. Thus, we
conclude this section by suggesting that a best combination
of the forward-path and minor-loop controller gains might be
obtained by using the nominal value of KNH (4.8) and lower
values for KNL.

B. Dynamics Adjustment

We next considered varying the dynamics of the controllers,
while keeping the gains constant at their respective nominal
design values. Here, for simplicity, the forward-path controller
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Fig. 10. Fuel system gain limits.

Fig. 11. Fuel system phase limits.

and and minor-loop controller and
dynamics are simultaneously varied, while retaining the

structure of the compensators concerned, to see if we can
improve the robustness of the system.

Here, it can be seen, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9, that a
simple 20% decrease of the selected compensator dynamics
will improve the stability robustness of the system. Con-
versely, a 20% increase will give a larger region of possible
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instability. We conclude from these simple experiments that
an improvement in the robust stability of the system can be
observed, once the robust root-locus of the system is obtained.
This will facilitate any subsequent analysis, since the dynamics
of the system can be readily adjusted and the corresponding
root-space generated.

It was not felt at this point appropriate to consider any
further investigations into the determination of the best con-
troller parameters, since those already determined by the
subcontractor concerned were no doubt arrived at by taking
other aspects of the engine behavior, such as surge, fuel-rate,
and temperature limits, into account.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

We have seen in this paper how the closed-loop poles of
a control system may be highly sensitive to the coefficients
of the corresponding characteristic polynomial. A control
system design which looks good when determined using
only nominal model values, may have poles which are badly
smeared over a large region in the complex plane, when
known uncertainties are explicitly taken into account. Hence,
having the RRL available as an analysis tool, has provided
the opportunity to check whether or not this phenomenon is
occuring. Subsequently, it has been shown that by retuning the
loop gain and/or the dynamics of the controllers concerned,
a more desirable distribution of closed-loop poles can be

obtained. Said in another way, the RRL and zero exclusion
theorem can be readily used for robustness enhancement.

With regard to the investigation being conducted on a
relatively simple model, it is worth noting that this is a real
problem provided by industry, in this case Rolls-Royce. The
formulation of the parameter settings in the problem may seem
to be a rather crude approximation to reality, but the variations
are physically attainable due to manufacturing tolerances, with
only their limits quantified.

Further work could be done on this problem by optimizing
the design of the compensator dynamic terms with respect to
parameter uncertainties. It may also be possible to study the
robustness of the system with respect to transitions between
operating points (i.e., the controller scheduling) using a devel-
opment of the approaches used. A full nonlinear model of the
engine system has been provided and is now being used in
further studies of this system.

APPENDIX A
GAIN AND PHASE PLOTS

See Figs. 10 and 11.

APPENDIX B
STEADY-STATE CONDITIONS

See Tables I–V.

TABLE I
FORWARD-PATH CONTROLLER PARAMETER VALUES
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TABLE II
MINOR-LOOP CONTROLLER PARAMETER VALUES

TABLE III
LINEARIZATION POINTS AT SEA LEVEL STATIC CONDITIONS

TABLE IV
LINEARIZATION AT THREE FLIGHT CONDITIONS

TABLE V
ENGINE A, B, C, AND D MATRICES
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APPENDIX C
CHARACTERISTIC POLYNOMIALS AT 9000 lb/h

Listed below is the characteristic polynomial for the
9000 lb/h operating level.
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